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Stephen Wilson for renewing!

Thank you to

European Identity & Cloud Conference 2019

Kantara European Plenary

April 29 - May 1,

KNOW 2019 Las Vegas

March 24 - 27,

Trust & Internet Identity Meeting Europe

March 14,

IDM Whitehall Media

February 11 - 14,

This is the premier event to learn from industry experts, contribute to the
global conversation, forge new partnerships, and grow your personal
growth.

Join Whitehall Media's 6th Identity Access Management Europe

conference, hosted in Frankfurt for the first time, to discuss key insights and
trends across digital identity, the newest techniques to ensure successful
enterprise to unlock the potential of new services and to facilitate business
standards and emerging technologies utilized by government and large
research and education federations convene here

Kantara's Executive Director, Colin Wallis, speak at this event.

Don't miss Kantara Director ISOC's Robin Wilton headline the Thursday
leads and managers. Research and Education Federations convene here

The Kantara-sponsored

NGI_Trust call for submissions opens in February to European-

funds are needed for the leads/editors to meet, brainstorm, resolve and
produce a generic Kantara - compliant "Consent Receipt" that can be

Indy's

Brand association sponsorship opportunity:

Stayed tuned!

In this industry, 10 years is a

Kantara marks its 10th anniversary in 2019!

New and Renewing Members

Canara would like to extend a warm

Kantara 10 year logo
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